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Chaplain's Corner 
BY REV. RICHARD TETZLOFF 
A FEW WEEKS AGO, OUR STATE'UNIVERSITY HAD NO FORMAL HOMECOMING 
FESTIVITIES, FEELING THAT THERE COULD BE NO REAL HOMECOMING UNTIL 
OUR SOLDIERS WERE ACTUALLY HOME. I GUESS THIS IS TANTAMOUNT TO 
SAYING, THERE CAN BE NO CELEBRATION WITHOUT ANYTHING TO CELEBRATE. 
IF THIS WAS APPLIED TO THE DAY DESIGNATED AS THANKSGIVING, IT 
WOULD PROBABLY MEAN THAT THERE COULD BE NO THANKSGIVING WITHOUT 
ANYTHING FOR WHICH TO BE THANKFUL . I CAN WELL IMAGINE ANYONE 
READING THE SAYING , " WE ALL HAVE SOMETHING FOR WHICH TO BE THANKFUL ." 
THAT MIGHT WELL BE TRUE FOR MOST OF US IN MIDDLECLASS HOMES AND 
NEIGHBORHOODS, BUT TRY SOMETIME TO SING THE TRADITIONAL THANKS-
GIVING HYMNS WITH THE THOUGHT OF A PEANUTBUTTER SANDWICH AS THE 
BIG FEAST FOR THE DAY, OR THE COLD DAMP WEATHER BITING INTO YOUR 
FEET. TRY TO THINK OF ALL THE THINGS YOU HAVE TO BE THANKFUL FOR 
WHEN YOU HAVE LITTLE MONEY, NO WORK, AND MANY MOUTHS TO FEED. 
I AM AFRAID THAT THANKSGIVING HAS FOR MOST OF US BEEN BASED AL-
MOST ENTIRELY ON WHAT WE HAVE RECEIVED OR ON WHAT HAS OR HAS NOT 
HAPPENED TO US IN LIFE. AND IF SO, I CAN SEE WHY SOME MIGHT BE ABLE 
TO SAY THANKSGIVING, " BAH—HUMBUG . " THE SCRIPTURE SAYS, "MAN DOES 
NOT LIVE BY BREAD ALONE (THAT IS BY THE THINGS THAT SUSTAIN MORTAL 
LIFE) , BUT BY EVERY WORD THAT PROCEEDETH OUT OF THE MOUTH OF THE 
LORD DOTH MAN LIVE ." DEUTERONOMY 8 s 3 . 
I THINK THE DAY OF THANKSGIVING WOULD BE FAR MORE SIGNIFICANT 
FOR US IF WE COULD BASE OUR CELEBRATION MORE ON WHO GOD IS AND WHAT 
HAS TAKEN PLACE IN OUR LIFE THROUGH HIM. BECAUSE, GOD HAS LOVED 
ME WITH AN EVERLASTING LOVE , EVEN IN SPITE OF WHAT HAS OR HAS NOT 
HAPPENED TO ME IN LIFE . THAT IN ITSELF IS WORTHY OF MY DAILY GIVING 
THANKS. 
FOR THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS, IT HAS BEEN OUR 
PRACTICE AT ST . CLOUD HOSPITAL TO ENCOURAGE 
PATIENTS WHO ARE GOING HOME TO COMPLETE A PATIENT 
OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE . THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS 
DESIGNED TO GIVE US AN INDICATION OF THE KIND OF 
CARE PATIENTS RECEIVE AND TO DETERMINE THE DEGREE 
OF SENSITIVITY WE HAVE TO THE PATIENT AS A WHOLE , 
HUMAN PERSON. 
PERIODICALLY, A SUMMARY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
RESPONSES IS PREPARED AS A TOOL TO EVALUATE HOW 
WELL WE ARE DOING. SUCH A SUMMARY WAS JUST RE-
CENTLY PUT TOGETHER, AND THE RESULTS , I THINK, 
ARE WORTH SHARING WITH OUR BEACON LIGHT 
READERS. 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS DIVIDED INTO CATEGORIES 
OF QUESTIONS RELATING TO ADMISSION TO THE .HOSPI-
TAL, ABOUT THE ROOM, FOOD, PATIENT CARE, VISIT-
ING RULES, THE BILL , AND Fl NALLY ABOUT THE PATIENT 
AND HIS GENERAL REACTION TO HIS HOSPITAL STAY. 
OUT OF A TOTAL OF 172 PATIENTS WHO RESPONDED , 
142 THOUGHT THE ADMITTING PROCEDURE WAS PROMPT 
(27 SAID IT WAS ROUTINE) AND 154 CONSIDERED THE 
PEOPLE IN THE ADMITTING OFFICE "FRIENDLY" (10 
" NEUTRAL" ) . 
ONE HUNDRED PATIENTS THOUGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
WAS EXCELLENT, ANOTHER 59 THOUGHT IT .WAS " GOOD ," 
AND ONLY ONE CONSIDERED THE HOUSEKEEPING PER-
SONNEL " UNFRIENDLY." 
FOOD WAS RATED EXCELLENT OR GOOD BY 158 (10 
FAIR) . ONLY ONE PATIENT INDICATED THAT TESTS AND 
TREATMENTS WERE NOT EXPLAINED , ALL SAID NURSING 
PERSONNEL WERE SKILLED, ALL BUT SEVEN SAID PER-
SONNEL WERE INTERESTED IN THEM AS A PERSON, AND 
161 CONSIDERED THEM ALWAYS OR USUALLY PROMPT . 
MOST THOUGHT VISITING HOURS WERE ABOUT THE 
RIGHT LENGTH, ALTHOUGH SOME THOUGHT THEY WERE 
EITHER TOO LONG (12) OR TOO SHORT (14) . 
IN TERMS OF THE HOSPITAL BILL, NOT EVERYONE 
ANSWERED ALL QUESTIONS BUT 83 PATIENTS THOUGHT 
THE BILL WAS REASONABLE AND 41 THOUGHT IT WAS 
HIGH . ONE FELT THAT THE BILL WAS " LOW ." 
EVERYONE LEFT THE HOSPITAL " HAPPY" OR 
" SATISFIED" EXCEPT ONE WHO FELT SAD . 
OBVIOUSLY, NOT EVERY PATIENT IS PLEASED WITH 
EVERYTHING WE DO FOR THEM . BUT , ON THE WHOLE , 
THE QUESTIONNAIRES INDICATE THAT MOST PEOPLE ARE 
HAPPY WITH THE CARE AND TREATMENT THEY RECEIVE 
AT ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL. IT IS A REFLECTION OF THE 
SKILL, DEDICATION AND RECOGNITION OF THE PATIENT 
AS A PERSON WITH HUMAN DIGNITY ON THE PART OF 
EVERYONE IN THE HOSPITAL WITH WHOM THE PATIENT 
COMES IN CONTACT. 
From Our 
Executive Vice President 
Our Record of Service 
"ALL TO THEE, OUR GOD WE OWE; SOURCE 
WHENCE ALL OUR BLESSINGS FLOW." AMEN. 
Comment on the Cover ... 
EMERGENCY 
THESE FOUR , 8" X 14" BRONZE PLAQUES WILL MARK 
MEETING ROOMS IN ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL, RECOGNIZING 
RELIGIOUS AND HEALTH CARE LEADERS WHO ARE SIG-
NIFICANT IN OUR HISTORY. BISHOP BUSCH HEADED THE 
ST. CLOUD DIOCESE WHEN THE HOSPITAL WAS BUILT; 
SISTER JULITTA ASSISTED WITH LAND PURCHASE AND 
PLANNING FOR THE FIRST ST . CLOUD HOSPITAL BUILDING 
COMPLETED IN 19 2 8 ; FATHER PIERZ BLAZED THE MIS— 
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SIONARY TRAIL THROUGH THI S AREA IN THE 18 0 0' S, AND 
DR . RAMSAY STARTED THE FIRST CITY HOSPITAL , THEN 
ASKED THE SISTERS OF ST. BENEDICT TO TAKE OVER 
THE RESPONSIBILITY. THE RAMSAY ROOM WILL BE 
BUILT AS PART OF THE DIETARY AREA RENOVATION TO 
BE BEGUN THIS WINTER . THE OTHER ROOMS ARE LOCA-
TED ON THE GROUND FLOOR OF THE NORTHWEST WING . 
The Beacon Light 
OCT., 
1971  
TO OCT. 31, 
1971 
ADMISSIONS BIRTHS 
13,408 
1,356 
1,510 
148 
OPERATIONS X—RAYS LAB.TESTS OUTPT.VISITS 
5,258 
519 
37,784 
3,987 
208,214 
21,851 
6,602 
696 
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The November Health Forum 
The Current Debate on Medical Reform 
said he entered the health controversy so that 
"this one small voice would try to turn what 
has been largely monologue, dominated by one 
s c ho o 1 of thought, into at least the begin-
nings of a debate." 
Critics, he c ha r ge d, use cliches like 
"fee for service" and "non-system" to argue 
two essential points: that the medical care 
and he al th of the nation are awful, and that 
we cannot afford the grossly excessive cost. 
"I certainlywould be the last man to deny 
that there are problems in the Am e ri can 
medical care establishment," Schwartz ad-
mitted. "The most serious problem is that 
neither doctors nor hospitals have a magic 
wand that can be waved over the desperately 
ill person and turn him healthy again. Aside 
from this lack of the ability to work miracles, 
I am really saying that each of us wants to 
have God for his physician, and all we have is 
a human being." 
Turing to the two key indices oftenused 
to indict the American system, infant mor-
tality and life expectancy, Schwartz urged his 
listeners not to take them at face value. 
As a former professor of statistics, he 
said he viewed the figures which show the 
U.S. 22nd in the world for infant mortality 
and 88th in life expectancy through the eyes 
of a statistician. He suggested that those who 
say our country is way behind Sweden and the 
Netherlands in those two indices are "com-
paring the noncomparable." Dr. Schwartz 
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argued that both those countries are very 
small with very homogeneous populations, 
without the very rich and the very poor, and 
without the negro ghetto. 
"If you look at the actual data, you will 
find that, in the case of infant mortality, the 
U.S. is now at the best level in its history 
and in the past five years, for example, the 
infant mortality rate has dropped more than 
20% which is fantastic when you realize that 
between 1950 and 1965 
it fell by only 12% or 
13%. It is a kind of 
revolution, " he said.  
Schwartz added a 
similar  change has 
taken place in the life 
expectancy a rea,w he re 
an entire year was ad-
ded to the average life 
expectancy b e tw e e n 
1963 and 1970. "In othe r words , " he explained, 
"if you look at the actual figures in the U.S. 
you find that the Americanpeople, using sim-
ply these two criteria, the criteria the critics 
have been digging into the nation's ears for 
years, by those criteria the U.S. has been 
doing the best job in its history and the im-
provement has been exemplary." 
Considered an expert on Soviet affairs, 
Schwartz said on a comparitive basis, Russia, 
which is really the only country which is 
similar to the U.S. in s i z e and population 
make- up, has a higher rate of infant mortality 
and life expectancy in the Soviet Union is, 
at best, equal to the U.S. 
"Yet, all of the critics who are urging a 
socialized, semi- socialized, and nationalized 
system of medical care in the U.S. never talk 
about the Soviet Union's health care crisis," 
he charged. "You know the U.S. record is 
clearly better than the Soviety Union." 
Suggesting that the physician is really not, 
The Beacon Light 
to most people , the determinant of health 
e x c e pt in a crucial moment, Dr. Schwartz 
pointed out that "for most people the way we 
live or die and how well we are depends upon 
what we do ourselves. If I insist upon over-
eating, taking no exercise, smoking three 
packs of cigarettes a day in spite of the fact 
that my doctor has warned me many times to 
cut out all of these, why blame him if I die 
by a heart attack or I die of cancer of the lungs. 
"In other words, "he continued, "what we 
ourselves do with our own God-given bodies 
has a great deal to do with our health." 
Attacking the argument of high cost for 
health care, the speaker said "we are not 
getting the same box of cornflakes and the 
same bottle of ketchup today that we got five 
or ten years ago. What the critics of the 
cost never emphasize is that we are getting 
a better product and it is better because we 
are doing mo re and mo re complex things. So, 
in part, the added cost is be caus e we are 
doing so much more. 
"In part, too, the increased cost is obvi-
ously a result of the fact that for many years 
in the hospitals of the U.S. , there was a form 
of exploitation practiced. Nurses, the non-
professional workers, the interns were very 
badly exploited. They got miserable wages. 
Today we are giving these people wages that 
are more nearly comparable to what they 
deserve in an affluent country like the U.S." 
Turning to the litany of solutions proposed 
in Washington by Congressmen, Dr. Schwartz 
said he would be w illing to go in with the 
Senators and Representatives who propo s e 
the various national medical systems, "as 
long as Iget the same care he gets." He said 
the highly structured, monolithic health care 
proposals with their beautiful organization 
charts directed by the c'ent r a 1 government 
"would make our health care a lot worse and 
there will be alot of very bitter people in this 
country." 
Other major points of his speech were: 
•We are going to have to recognize that 
our health ultimately depends on the indi-
vidual. If you take drugs, smoke cigar-
ettes and drink too much and eat too much 
you are trying to commit suicide. 
• That we should try to improve medical 
services for the poor through action by 
St. Cloud Hospital 
the federal government in setting up com-
prehensive health care centers in the 
nation's ghettos and providing medical 
care where none now exists. 
We need action in the area of cato strophic 
illness throughanational insurance pro-
gram which would pick up costs at some 
point to prevent families from going into 
bankruptcy. 
Hospitals need to avoid  duplication of 
services, referring special medical pro-
blems to nearby , larger facilities for 
care. 
If we want first-class medical care we 
must accept the fact that it is going to be 
expensive, rising to perhaps 10% of the 
gross nationalproduct. There ism such 
thing as a free lunch. 
America's pluralistic health care system 
should be r e t a ine d, guarding against 
monopolistic, monolithic organizations 
which deprive the sick of choices. 
There is going to be a great government 
push to get pre-paid group practice ar-
rangements spread around the country, 
similar to the Kaiser plan on the west 
coast. 
The next Health Forum w ill be conducted 
Thursday, December 2, when Daniel. W. Pet-
tengill, Vice President of the Aetna Life & 
Casualty Insurance Company, Ha rtfo rd,Conn., 
will speak. The programs are conducted in 
Hoppe Auditorium, and begin at 7 p.m. 
MR . PETTENGILL 
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THE SECOND IN THE FALL SERIES OF HEALTH FORUMS WAS HELD TUESDAY , NOVEMBER 2, WHEN 
DR. HARRY SCHWARTZ SPOKE ON "HEALTH CARE IN AMERICA: A HERETICAL DIAGNOSIS." DR. 
SCHWARTZ IS A WRITER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES, AUTHOR OF SEVERAL BOOKS ON THE SOVIET 
UNION AND MANY ARTICLES ON HEALTH CARE IN THIS COUNTRY PUBLISHED WIDELY BY . NATIONAL 
MAGAZINES. HE HOLDS A PH .D. FROM COLUMBIA AND IS A PROFESSOR AT STATE UNIVERSITY, 
NEW YORK. 
One of the newest spokesmen to enter the 
national controversy on the health care sys- 
tem in the United States told the audience at 
the November Health Forum in Hoppe Audi- 
torium that indictments against medical care 
and hospitals are grossly overdrawn, and in 
some re spects ,are intellectually dis reputable. 
Dr. Harry Schwartz, member of the Edi- 
torial Board of the New Yo rk Times and author 
of several articles for national magazines , 
Medical 
Memo 
 
HOW TO SELECT YOUR PHYSICIAN 
BY DR . PAUL MORAN 
IT IS READILY APPARENT THAT OUR POPULATION IS 
EVER IN A STATE OF FLUX WITH FAMILIES AND INDIVID-
UALS MOVING VERY FREQUENTLY TO NEW LOCATIONS . 
WITH EACH NEW MOVE AND RELOCATION, THESE PEOPLE 
ARE FACED WITH DECISIONS REGARDING NEW HEALTH 
CARE COVERAGE . IN CERTAIN AREAS OF THE COUNTRY, 
HEALTH FOUNDATIONS HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED TERMED 
HMO , S (HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS) . 
THROUGH JOINING A HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR A GIVEN 
FEE , HEALTH CARE COVERAGE IS GRANTED TO YOU . ONE 
MAY NOT NECESSARILY HAVE THE OPTION OF A PHYSICIAN 
OF HIS CHOICE IN THIS TYPE OF OPERATION . SUCH OR-
GANIZATIONS ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY POPULAR 
THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES. 
AT THE PRESENT TIME BY FAR THE GREATEST NUM-
BER OF FAMILIES WILL STILL SEEK THEIR MEDICAL 
CARE THROUGH PRIVATE PHYSICIAN COVERAGE. THE 
FAMILY PHYSICIAN , BE HE A GENERAL PRACTIONER , 
PEDIATRICIAN OR INTERNIST, USUALLY SERVES AS THE 
PRIMARY PHYSICIAN FOR THE GENERAL ALL-AROUND 
MEDICAL CARE AND ADVICE FOR FAMILIES. SPECIALISTS 
IN MEDICAL OR SURGICAL FIELDS MAY BE CALLED TO 
ASSIST THE PRIMARY PHYSICIAN IN THE CARE OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL IF REQUIRED. 
HOW DOES ONE GO ABOUT SELECTING A PHYSICIAN 
THAT WILL BE BEST ABLE AND QUALIFIED TO MEET HIS 
MEDICAL NEEDS? SEVERAL FACTORS MAY BE TAKEN INTO 
CONSIDERATION:. 1. PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS; 
2 • PROXIMITY; 3. AVAILABILITY; 4 . PROFESSIONAL 
EXPERIENCE ; 5. PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND 
QUALITIES; 6. CHARGES OF THE PHYSICIAN. 
LET' S TRY TO TALK ABOUT SOME OF THESE FAC-
TORS IN DETAIL. 
1. PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS. CREDENTIALS 
MAY BE EVALUATED BY REVIEWING THE PHYSICIAN'S 
MEMBERSHIP OR PARTICIPATION IN NATI ONAL , 
LOCAL OR COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETIES OR ORGANI-
ZATIONS. A STATE MEDICAL LICENSE NORMALLY 
INDICATES THAT THE M .D . DEGREE IS LEGITIMATE 
AND THAT THE BASIC DEGREE HAS BEEN OBTAINED 
SATISFACTORILY. HOSPITAL STAFF MEMBERSHIP 
CONNOTES THAT HE HAS PASSED THE SCRUTINY OF 
THE HOSPITAL CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE REGARD-
ING HIS MEDICAL BACKGROUND AND THAT HIS RE-
PUTATION AND HIS STATED EXPERIENCE CAPA-
BILITIES HAVE BEEN REVIEWED IN DETAIL BY 
QUALIFIED COLLEAGUES . CERTIFICATION BY A 
SPECIALTY ORGANIZATION, I .E . , AMER I CAN BOARD 
OF PEDIATRICS, AMERICAN BOARD OF INTERNAL 
MEDICINE , ACADEMY OF GENERAL PRACTICE , ETC • , 
MEANS THAT HE HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 
THE YEARS OF TRAINING IN THIS SPECIALTY AND 
HAS PASSED REQUIRED EXAMINATIONS SUCCESS-
FULLY. FELLOWSHIP POSSESSION IN A SPECIALTY 
ORGANIZATION INDICATES THAT AEDITIONAL EFFORT 
AND WORK USUALLY ENTAILING SCIENTIFIC PUBLI-
CATION AND ACADEMIC ENDEAVORS HAVE BEEN PER-
FORMED IN THE PHYSICIAN' S STATED SPECIALTY. 
SUCH SPECIALTY ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDE SEVERAL 
OF WHICH THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PEDIATRICS , 
THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGERY, THE AMERI-
CAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS , ETC., ARE 
EXAMPLES . 
2 . PROXIMITY --CERTAINLY ONE WOULD LIKE TO 
SELECT A PHYSICIAN LOCATED IN HIS COMMUNITY 
AND, IF POSSIBLE, NEAR HIS HOME. DISTANCE IS 
NO LONGER THE GREAT DETERMINING FACTOR IT 
WAS PREVIOUSLY IN THE HORSE AND BUGGY DAYS . 
WITH MODERN COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTA-
TION , MOST OF AMERICA IS WITHIN THIRTY MINUTES 
OF A MEDICAL CARE FACILITY. SMALLER COM-
MUNITIES ARE FINDING IT DIFFICULT TO KEEP OR 
MAINTAIN PHYSICIAN COVERAGE . ACCORDINGLY, 
MANY PEOPLE ARE HAVING TO SEEK THEIR HEALTH 
CARE IN LARGER NEARBY MEDICAL FACILITIES. 
3. AVAILABILITY--PHYSICIANS ALSO NEED TIME OFF 
FROM THEIR MEDICAL PRACTICE RESPONSIBILITIES. 
IT IS HIGHLY UNREASONABLE TO EXPECT THAT YOUR 
PHYSICIAN WILL BE ALWAYS IMMEDIATELY AVAIL-
ABLE WHEN YOU CALL . YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO 
EXPECT REASONABLE PROMPTNESS ON THE PART 
OF YOUR SELECTED PHYSICIAN IN RETURNING YOUR 
CALL AND IN PROVIDING CARE FOR YOU DURING 
TIMES OF EMERGENCIES. YOU SHOULD ALSO HAVE 
THE RIGHT TO EXPECT THAT IF YOUR PR I MAR Y 
PHYSICIAN IS NOT HIMSELF AVAILABLE , THAT HE 
HAS PROVIDED ADEQUATE MEDICAL COVERAGE 
DURING HIS ABSENCE . IT GREATLY EXPEDITES AND 
IMPROVES COMMUNICATION AND CARE TO TRY TO 
CALL OR SEE YOUR PHYSICIAN DURING NORMAL DAY 
TIME WORKING HOURS. RESERVE OFF DUTY CALLS 
TO YOUR PHYSICIAN FOR TRUE EMERGENCIES AND 
YOU MAY EXPECT BETTER COOPERATION FROM HIM . 
4. PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE--PROFESSIONAL EX-
PERIENCE IS AN INTANGIBLE QUALITY THAT SHOULD 
BE AN INTEGRAL PART IN THE CHOICE OF A FAMILY 
PHYSICIAN. YOU MAY BE ABLE TO GAIN INSIGHT 
INTO A PHYSICIAN' S PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
THROUGH DISCUSSION WITH HIS COLLEAGUES OR 
HIS PATIENTS. BEFORE RELOCATING IN A NEW CITY 
OR COMMUNITY, YOU MIGHT ASK YOUR CURRENT 
PHYSICIAN TO HELP YOU IN OBTAINING PHYSICIAN 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 14) 
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New ACA Unit At Work In Lab 
A Dupont Automatic Clinical Analyzer 
(ACA), an instrument which represents the 
latest in automated clinical chemistry equip-
ment, is now in use in the St. Cloud Hospi-
tal Laboratory. The machine, which cost 
$65,000 is the only one of its kind in Minne-
sota presently, according to Claude Przy-
billa, Laboratory Supervisor. 
"This instrument gives SCH Laboratory 
the capacity to perform those tests which are 
programmed on it rapidly, and with excel-
lent precision at any time of day or night," 
Claude said. 
Tests take only an average of seven min-
utes to complete, and the instrument has the 
basic capacity of 30 different methods, but 
can be expanded to an ultimate capacity of 62 
tests. 
"In the ACA system, the reagents for 
each test are packaged in a special kit or pack 
which also serves as the reaction chamber 
and test cuvette for the photometric analy-
sis," added Dr. R. A. Murray, Pathologist. 
"A separate pack if used for each test 
performed on a sample, and each pack con-
tains both the test name and a code to instruct 
the analyzer. The technologistprograms the 
analyzer by inserting the appropriate pack or 
packs behind each sample cup inthe analyzer 
input tray. 
"The Analyzer automatically injects the 
exact amount of sample and diluent into each 
pack, mixes the reagents, waits a pre-set 
amount of time, forms a precise optical cell 
within the transparent pack walls, and mea-
sures the reaction photometrically." 
He added that all of these operations are 
controlled and monitored by a built-in solid-
state special-purpose computer and are per-
formed under precisely regulated conditions 
within the instrument. 
During the testing procedure, the com-
puter calculates results of each test and prints 
out a separate report sheet for each sample. 
The printed report contains all the test re-
sults, along with patient identification. 
Time needed to train technologists to op-
erate the machine is minimal. The operator 
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simply fills out an identification card and at-
taches it to a sample cup; fills the cup with 
the sample to be analyzed and places it in 
the analyzer; selects the desired packs and 
places them in the machine , pushes the oper-
ate button, and receives the results in approx-
imately seven minutes. 
Tests can be done in any order , and there 
is immediate machine start-up. 
Test packs are stored in a refrigerator 
next to the analyzer. 
The SCH Laboratory has '16 tests no w 
programmed on the machine, and will add 
more as they are developed, field-tested and 
proved by DuPont. 
Currently, the tests programmed on the 
ACA are: Glucose, Urea Nitrogen, Pseudo-
cholinesterase, SG 0 T , SGPT, Alk, Phos-
phatase, Albumin, Total Protein, Total Bili-
rubin, CPK, Alcohol, Lactic Acid, LLDH, 
LDH, and Spinal Fluid Protein. 
Shortly Chlorides and Creatinines will 
be added. It is expected that new procedures 
will be added at a rate of approximately 1 test 
per month. 
THE A CA -LEO POHL , MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST, AND 
DR . R . A . MURRAY, LEFT , WATCH AS BEVERLY OBER-
STAR , MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST, PREPARES THE ACA 
MACHINE TO RUN A SERIES OF TESTS. AT THE RIGHT 
IS THE REFRIGERATOR UNIT USED TO COOL TEST PACKS . 
THE MACHINE IS CAPABLE OF DOING UP TO 60 DIFFERENT 
TESTS IN ANY ORDER. MACHINE COST WAS $65 , 000 • 
The Beacon Light 
DON FERDINANDT , AUDIO-VISUAL TECHNICIAN , IS SHOWN 
VIDEO-TAPING A GROUP THERAPY SESSION ON 2 -WEST. 
DON PROVIDES AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT FOR ALL 
MEETINGS , AND IS RESPONSIBLE FOR STORAGE AND 
MAINTENANCE OF THE EQUIPMENT. A FORMER ORDERLY 
ON 2-WEST, DON JOINED THE DEPARTMENT STAFF IN 
AUGUST. 
,ROLE OF AUDIO-VISUAL TECHNICIAN 
The Continuing Education Dept. 
By Ed Tschimperle 
Department Director 
Orientation for RN's, LPN's and NA's, 
pre-service training programs for NA's and 
Transcribers, RN refresher courses, nursing 
arts programs, and coordination of patient 
education programs such as the Ostomy Group 
and Diabetic Programs. 
It is the policy of the St. Cloud Hospital 
that all employees be adequately prepared to 
meet their immediate work responsibilities 
as well as be provided the conditions and en-
vironment...for continuous growth. Because-
this policy applies to all hospital employees, 
as well as Medical Staff members when ap-
plicable, and because we are a large organi-
zation with over 1,200 employees , it is 
understandable that the department of the 
Continuing Education Department with six 
members cannot handle all the education and 
training needs for the employees. 
Therefore, the continuing education and 
training of the employee is the primary 
responsibility of that employee's immediate 
supervisor. When it is felt that employees 
needs can be fulfilled better bya "centralized 
approach", this responsibility can be shared 
with the Continuing Education Department. 
The nature and extent of the sharing of this 
responsibility depends on the phase of con-
tinuing education and training involved. 
Generally speaking, our department is 
responsible for putting on programs, courses, 
etc. , that can be applied to employees in a 
number of departments, whereas the Depart-
ment Head or immediate supervisor concen-
trates on his department's inservice and on-
the-job training needs. 
DING SERVICE DIRECTOR MRS. CONNIE MOLINE AND 
SALLY GRABUSKI , ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE CON-
TINUING EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, DISCUSS A TRAINING 
PROBLEM . SALLY_WAS DIRECTOR OF I NSERVI CE TRAIN-
ING BEFORE THIS DEPARTMENT MERGED WITH CON-
TINUING EDUCATION. 
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ROLE OF THE DIRECTOR 
The Continuing Education Director has 
management responsibilities for the em-
ployees within the department. The depart-
ment is part of the Personnel Services Divi-
sion and therefore responsible to Tom 
McLaughlin, Division Director. 
Examples of some of his programs and 
projects are general orientation for new em-
ployees, orientation for new medical staff 
members, job instruction training courses, 
training plan and record cards, and the super-
visory management course. 
COORDINATORS DONNA THOMPSON AND CAROLYN 
ANDREWS, FACING CAMERA, CONDUCT A PRE-SERVICE 
TRAINING PROGRAM FOR THE NURSING SERVICE DEPART-
MENT. THEY ALSO COORDINATE PATIENT EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS , ORIENTATION FOR NEW NURSING PERSONNEL , 
AND REFRESHER COURSES FOR RN' S . 
NURSING SERVICE SECTION 
Sall y Grabuski, Assistant Director of 
Continuing Education, and her two Coordina-
tors, Donna Thompson and Carolyn Andrews, 
are responsible for the continuing education 
and training of all Nursing Service Department 
employees. Again this is a shared responsi-
bility with the Director of the Nursing Service 
Department and the Head Nurses who have 
the primary responsibility for the continuing 
education and training of the employee. In 
addition to her responsibilities for managing 
the activities of her section, Sally also gets 
involved along/with the coordinators in pre-
senting programs and consulting with nursing 
management on their programs and projects'. 
The following are examples of some . of 
the programs and projects onwhich they con-
centrate their efforts: 
The Beacon Light 
Don Fe rdinandt, Audio-Visual Technician, 
occupies a position which was just added to 
the Continuing Education Depar tme nt in 
August of 1971. Therefore, Don's role and 
functions are likely to be redefined periodi- 
cally as we further explore needs in this area. 
All audio-visual equipment cur re ntly 
stored temporarily in the ContinuingEduca- 
tion Department on 1 South, but will be 
transferred to the new location and be the 
Audio-V i s ual Technician's responsibility. 
The equipment will be maintained and kept in 
good working o rder so it will be ready for use 
by hospital staff members. He will set-up 
and operate the more complex equipment such 
as the video tape recording equipment, pub- 
lic address system, etc. For simple audio-
visual equipment such as tape recorders, 
slide projectors, overhead projectors, etc. , 
he will assist the ho spital staff members 
with the necessary training in the set-up and 
operation of the equipment. 
ROLE OF THE SECRETARY  
Kathy Kinzer, our secretary, is a very 
key individual in the department. She helps 
coordinate the many activities that we have 
going on at any one time. She takes the tele-
phone reservations for scheduling of all the 
audio-visual equipment. She has taken on the 
responsibility of coordinating the Gene r a 1 
Orientation Program for new employees held 
on Mondays at the hospital. Once the orienta-
tion is completed she distributes the General 
Orientation Checklists to the supervisor of the 
new employee and follows up to make sure it 
is completed and returned for all employees. 
She distributes and follow s up on all Em-
ployees Training Plan and Record Cards to 
see that they are also completed and updated. 
SURROUNDED BY EQUIPMENT IN THE AUDIO-VISUAL 
STORAGE ROOM , SECRETARY KATHY KINZER IS SHOWN 
CHECKING ON SOME MEETING NEEDS . EQUIPMENT 
STORAGE WILL MOVE TO THE NEW QUARTERS ON 7TH 
FLOOR THIS WINTER , WHEN RENOVATION THERE IS COM-
PLETE. 
About The Author ... 
ED TSCHIMPFRLE IS A NATIVE OF HOPKINS , MINNESOTA, AND 1957 GRADUATE OF THE UNI-
VERSITY OF MINNESOTA WITH A BACHELORS DEGREE IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS. HE HAS BEEN 
DIRECTOR OF THE CONTINUING EDUCATION DEPARTMENT SINCE MAY, 1970,    MOVING TO ST. 
CLOUD FROM TAMPA , FLORIDA , WHERE HE WAS EMPLOYED BY HONEYWELL , INC . , AS A 
TRAINING SUPERVISOR. 
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DR. RAFFERTY 
Construction Program In Final Phase Health Service Physician Joins Staff 
Bids on the last major part of the con-
struction- renovation program, started in 
1966, will be let in December , with work 
scheduled for completion in two years, 
according to Sr. Colleen Haggerty, Building 
Coordinator. The final project, which 
includes an addition  between the original 
building and the smokestack, involves three 
floors and thirteen departments. 
Included will be additions to the engineer-
ing, purchasing and housekeeping areas in the 
basement,reno vation and enlarging of dietary-
cafeteria on the ground level, and new and 
renovated areas fo r medical records, do ctors 
TWO SOUTH UNDER RENOVATION-THE 2 SOUTH 
NURSING STATION AND HALLWAY LOOKED LIKE THIS THE 
FIRST WEEK THIS MONTH, BUT CONTRACTORS PROMISE 
TO HAVE THE UNIT READY FOR THE A & C SERVICE TO 
MOVE THERE IN DECEMBER . ALSO SCHEDULED FOR 
COMPLETION ARE UNITS ON 3 SOUTH AND 4 SOUTH . 
THEN, JUST ONE MORE PROJECT REMAINS IN THE CURRENT 
BUILDING PROGRAM , WHICH IS AN ADDITION FOR EN-
GINEERING, DIETARY, MEDICAL RECORDS AND DATA 
PROCESSING. 
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lounge, data processing, nursing service of-
fices, systems design, accounts payable, EEG, 
EKG, EMG, canopy over the front door, and 
a gift shop and coffee shop on the first floor. 
Contractors will begin work in January. 
Meantime, renovation of 2, 3 and 4 South 
is nearing completion. 
Third floor will be opened about Decem-
ber 1, occupied by maternity patients, who 
have been housed temporarily on 4 West. 
Then, the 2 NW medical unit will occupy 
4 South, and by Christmas, the A & C unit, 
now on 3 NW, will move into its permanent 
home on 2 South. 
Opening these new areas will allow for 
remo val of all solarium beds, and some single 
rooms now holding two beds will be used as 
private accommodations. 
Also during the next month, renovation 
of the 7th floor and 1 North will be done and 
offices moved. 
The move of the medical library and con-
tinuing education to the 7th floor will be done 
within a few weeks. 
The construction- renovation program 
budget is about $11,000,000. Estimated cost 
of the final phase of the program is $1,525,000 
including dietary and coffee shop equipment . 
$50,000 ADDITION -A NEW STAIRWELL ON THE SOUTH 
END OF THE SCHOOL OF NURSING BUILDING IS UNDERWAY, 
AND WILL RISE THE FULL SIX STORIES OF THE SCHOOL. 
THE STAIRWAY WILL PROVIDE A NEEDED FIRE EXIT . 
WORKMEN ARE PICTURED AS THEY REACHED THE SECOND 
STORY. PROJECT WILL BE COMPLETED NEXT MONTH. 
The Beacon Light 
D r . Robert Raf-
ferty, acting director 
of the health service at 
St. Cloud State College, 
has joined the Medical 
Staff of St. Cloud Hos-
pital. He assumed his 
new position, which 
involves health care 
for 9,500 students at 
the college, in mid-October. 
Dr. Rafferty was born in Owatonna, and 
holds his M.D. degree from the University of 
Minnesota. He interned at David Grant Hos-
pital, San Francisco, and has spent the last 
three years in the U.S. Air Force. 
He is not married, and resides on the 
North River Road. The college health service 
gives students round-the-clock medical ser-
vice. A doctor is on duty during the regular 
Dr. Sommers to Serve MOD 
Dr. Stephen D. Sommers, Pediatrician 
and member of the St. Cloud Hospital Medical 
Staff, has been appointed a member of the 
Minnesota Marchof Dimes State Medical Ad-
visory Committee, according to Mrs  . Pat 
Zenner, Stearns County MOD Chapter Chair-
man. Dr. Sommers is associated with the 
Women's and Children's Medical Center. 
Goal of the committee is to develop medi-
cal programs to prevent birth defects in 
Minnesota. Dr. Homer D. Venters, St. Paul, 
is committee chairman. 
"One of our first projects is developing 
public education material regarding the RH 
vaccine and if the need exists, developing a 
program to provide the vaccine or its equi-
valent to those who can't afford it, "Dr. Som-
mers said. "The RH factor becomes a pro-
blem'w hen an RH negative woman marries an 
RH positive man. Her children may be 
threatened with RH disease which can damage 
or destory a baby before or soon after birth. 
In Minnesota, 25% of the woman who need the 
vaccine aren't receiving it." 
Dr. Somme rs is also chairman of the 
Stearns County March of Dimes  Chapter 
Medical Advisory Committee. 
St. Cloud Hospital 
hours of 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and an answer-
ing service, with a doctor on call at all times, 
helps students after hours. 
Dr. Rafferty is aided by a half-time phy-
sician, Dr. Neva Gonzalez, four nurses, full-
time secretary, a laboratory technician and 
a part-time pharmacist. Routine lab proce-
dures are done on campus, while the more 
sophisticated tests are done by the St. Cloud 
Hospital Laboratory. 
Dr. Schmitz Named to Board 
Dr. 	J. Schmitz, St. Cloud physician 
and member of the St. Cloud Hospital Medical 
Staff, was re-elected to the Board of Direc-
tors of the American Cancer Society last 
month. Announcement of the e le c t i o n was 
made at the 31st annual Cancer Society mem-
bership meeting in St. Paul. 
Dr. Schmitz, a surgeon, is associated 
with Dr. Frank Brown and Dr. David Van 
Nostrand. 
GOODBYE, FATHER PATRICK--SISTER CONSILIA , 
RETIRED PATIENT LIBRARIAN , WISHES FATHER PATRICK 
RILEY WELL DURING A " GOING AWAY" COFFEE PARTY 
FOR HIM. TOM MCLAUGHLIN , DIRECTOR OF THE PER-° 
SONNEL SERVICES DIVISION , IS SEATED. FATHER RILEY 
SERVED AS CHAPLAIN FOR 20 YEARS. HE IS NOW A 
COUNSELOR FOR CAR I TA S FAMILY SERVICE, 810 ST. 
GERMAIN STREET. 
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NEWS NEWS 
• 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY—MARY SCHIK , LPN IN EMER-
GENCY ROOM, WAS FETED IN OCTOBER ON THE DATE OF 
HER 25TH ANNIVERSARY WITH SAINT CLOUD HOSPITAL. 
MARY IS PICTURED WITH MRS. RENEE PAUL, NURSING 
SUPERVISOR, LEFT, AND MRS. CONNIE MOLINE , DIREC-
TOR OF NURSING. THE EMERGENCY ROOM STAFF ALSO 
" TOOK HER  OUT TO DINNER" THE NIGHT BEFORE. 
CONGRATULATIONS. 
Thanksgiving Vacation Days 
Students at the St. Cloud School of Nurs-
ing begin their Winter Quarter classes Nov-
ember 22, just two days before Thanksgiving 
vacation. The School will be closed Novem-
ber 24-29 for the holiday. 
Winter Quarter runs until February 19. 
Guess Who This Is . . . 
JANET KULZER , SURGERY, WINS THIS MONTHI S CAFE-
TERIA LUNCHEON TICKET FOR HER CORRFCT ENTRY IN 
THE " GUESS WHO" CONTEST . THE OCTOBER PICTURES 
WERE THOSE OF SISTER MONICA ROY, SOCIAL SERVICE 
DEPARTMENT. THIS MONTH'S PHOTO IS THAT OF AN 
EMPLOYEE WHO BEGAN WORKING AT SAINT CLOUD HOS-
PITAL IN 1958.   HE HAS SERVED IN VARIOUS CAPACITIES 
HERE IS MARRIED TO A FORMER EMPLOYEE , THE • FATHER 
OF TWO CHILDREN, AND ENJOYS MANY HOBBIES. HE 
SPENDS MOST OF HIS WORKING TIME IN THE SOUTHWEST 
WING. ENTRIES SHOULD INCLUDE YOUR GUESS, AND 
YOUR NAME AND DEPARTMENT, SUBMITTED BY DECEM-
BER 4. PRIZE IS A LUNCHEON TICKET FOR USE IN THE 
CAFETERIA 
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New Volunteers Named 
Eight new Volunteers were welcomed dur-
ing the past month by Mrs. Marie Hoppert, 
DireCtor of Volunteers. 
Joining the program were Mrs. Bernice 
Avery, Miss Connie Becker, Mrs. Kenneth 
Catton, Mrs. R. A. Christians en, Mrs. 
Esther  Meyer, Mrs. E. F. Ribich, Mrs. 
B. D. Richards, Miss Marie Ro ehl, Mrs. 
Russell Stemm, Miss LaVonne Tadych, and 
Miss Theresa Ziemer. 
The volunteer program consists of wo-
men, men, college students and Candy Stripers 
who believe that the health and welfare of the 
community are the concern of all, and by do-
ing volunteer work they are making a worth-
while contribution, Mrs. Hoppert said. 
She added that v olunteers are able to 
supplement, and not replace, the work of the 
professional staff. 
Teens Diabetic Unit Formed 
St. Cloud Hospital is sponsoring a Teen-
age Diabetic Group, meeting monthly to 
share the problems the teens have in living 
with Diabetes. The group was formed through 
the cooperation of the Medical Staff, Dietary, 
and Nursing Service. 
Directly involved in assisting the pro-
gram a re Dr. Stephen Sommers , Pediatrician; 
Mrs. Marge Coyle, Dietitian; Dorraine 
Tomczik, R. N. , Margaret Muehlbauer, R. N. , 
and Donna Thompson, R. N . , cooperating with 
the Pediatrics Unit Nursing Staff. 
Group members, . all referred by their 
physicians, meet monthly. Their main pro-
ject now is to produce a slide picture presen-
tation- for use in teaching new diabetics. 
onme....•••■••=lin 
Winter Parents Class Set 
Classes for Expectant Parents will be 
held January 10-February 7, according to 
Sr. Mary Zenzenwhois in charge of the pro-
gram. The meetings, to which both husbands 
and wives are invited, begin at 7 p. m. 
The winter series will meet on Janu-
ary 10, 17, 24 and 31, and on February 7. 
The Beacon Light 
Ten Receive Promotions 
Ten members of the SCH staff have 
received job promotions in recent weeks. 
They are: 
Daniel Boom, X-ray, from R a di ologi c 
Technician I to Radiologic Technician II 
Howard Sand, Porter in Housekeeping, to 
Storeroom Clerk. 
BettyHayes, Transcriber Trainee, 3 South, 
to Transcriber 
Mark Hofer, Orderly in Inhalation The rapy, 
to Assistant Supervisor, Inhalation Therapy 
Dorothy Sprengeler, Staff Nurse, 6 North, 
to Supervisor Trainee in Nursing Service 
Dolores Kirchner, Housekeeping Aide, to 
Housekeeping Supervisor Trainee 
Joanne Keck, SecretaryinAdministration, 
to Senior Secretary 
Nan cy Hoffstrom, Transcriber Trainee 
2 Northwest, to Transcriber 
Robin Corrigan, Rehab. Assistant 2 North-
west, to Transcriber Trainee 
Erma Reed,Transcriber Trainee, 
2 Northwest Rehab, to Transcriber 
Congratulations! !  
,Ameitamiaimaahamatahirommi 
WHAT A VACATION—PEGGY CARLSON , 2 WEST, AND 
ELAINE WESTENDORF , FORMERLY AN EMPLOYEE A N D 
NOW A NURSE IN THE INFIRMARY AT ST. BENEDICTS , 
BACKPACKED THROUGH 13 COUNTRIES IN EUROPE IN MAY, 
JUNE AND JULY. THEY ARE PICTURED IN FRONT OF THE 
FLOWER CLOCK IN GENEVA, SWITZERLAND. SPENDING 
AN AVERAGE OF 3 DAYS IN EACH CITY AND TRAVELING 
MOSTLY BY TRAIN, THEY SAW PARTS OF ITALY, AUS-
TRIA , SWITZERLAND , LUXEMBURG , GERMANY , HOLLAND , 
DENMARK, SWEDEN, SCOTLAND AND ENGLAND. 
Auxilians Have Holiday Cakes 
Members of the St. Cloud Hospital Wo-
men's Auxiliary have a supply of those deli-
cious holiday fruit cakes, which will be on 
sale through the C h r i s t m a s holiday. The 
one pound cakes sell for $1.25. 
Visitors and personnel may obtain their 
fruit cakes at the gift shop in the North Lobby, 
or by contacting a Volunteer. 
The fruit cake is a major fund-raising 
project of the Auxiliary. 
Recent Staff Marriages 
Karen Soukup, Staff Nurse 5 South, married 
Gerald Tank on September 18, 1971 
Marie Lee, Secretaryin Administrationmar-
ried Arlan Neumann on September 24, 1971 
Debbie Reitmeier, N u r s e Aide on 4 North, 
marriedRussellBialke on October 9, 1971 
Russell Nieland, Physical Therapist Assis-
tant, ma rried Peg gy Garis on Octo-
ber 23, 1971 
Diane Raden, Blood Dr awing Tech, Lab., 
married Terry Pflipsen on October 16, 1971 
Richard Smelter, ClerkMessenger in Admin-
istration, married -C oll e en Corrigan on 
October 30, 1971 
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STEREO FOR A & C—FIVE AREA BUSINESS PLACES 
CHIPPED IN TO PROVIDE A NEW ALL SPEED STEREO FOR 
USE IN THE ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL ADDICTION SERVICE. 
THEY ARE LITTLE RICHARDS , ZAPP NATIONAL BANK, 
PLAZA PARK BANK , FIRST. NATIONAL BANK OF COLD 
SPRING AND FIRST STATE BANK OF ST . JOSEPH . 
JOHN MEERS , LEFT , A &C VOLUNTEER , AND PAUL 
KURTZ , PROGRAM DIRECTOR , ARE PICTURED WITH THE 
$695 UNIT . 
St. Cloud Hospital 
Medical Memo, continued 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7) 
CARE AT YOUR NEW LOcATION. HE MAY HAVE PER-
SONAL KNOWLEDGE OF A PHYSICIAN IN THE AREA 
AND BE ABLE TO REFER YOU DIRECTLY  TO HIM . YOU 
CAN ALSO SEEK AID THROUGH  CONTACTING THE 
LOCAL COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY. IF AN EMER-
GENCY DEVELOPS BEFORE YOU HAVE THE OPPOR-
TUNITY TO BECOME ESTABLISHED WITH A LOCAL 
PHYSICIAN, THE ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL MEDICAL 
STAFF PROVIDESA ROTATING CALL LIST OF EMER-
GENCY ROOM PHYSICIANS TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS 
FOR EMERGENCY SITUATIONS. THIS SERVICE IS 
PROVIDED THROUGH THE EMERGENCY ROOM AT THE 
ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL. IF YOU REQUIRE SPECIAL-
IST , S CARE, YOUR FAMILY PHYSICIAN IS BEST 
ABLE TO ASSIST YOU IN OBTAINING THIS TYPE OF 
CARE . 
5. PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OR QUALITIES--IN 
GENERAL, PATIENTS THEMSELVES ARE A GOOD 
SOURCE OF INFORMATION RELATIVE TO A PHYSI-
CIAN' S QUALITIES OR CHARACTERISTICS. THIS IS 
AN IMPORTANT FACTOR SINCE A CLOSE PHYSICIAN-
PATIENT RELATIONSHIP HAS TO EXIST FOR PROPER 
COMMUNICATION TO OCCUR MUTUALLy. WE WOULD 
LIKE TO BE ABLE TO TALK AND CO MMUNI CAT E 
FREELY WITH OUR PHYSICIAN AND WOULD ALSO 
EXPECT THEM, IN TURN, TO BE UNDERSTANDING 
AND COMPASSIONATE WITH US. 
6 • CHAR GE S OF THE PHYSICIAN--CHARGES OF THE 
P Hy SICIAN ARE AN IMPORTANT AREA FOR CON-
SIDERATION IN SEEKING MEDICAL CARE . IN GEN-
ERAL, USUAL AND CUSTOMARY CHARGES PREVAIL 
FOR SPECIFIED SERVICES RENDERED BY YOUR 
PHYSICIAN . YOU SHOULD FEEL FREE TO DISCUSS 
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS WITH YOUR PHYSICIAN AND 
EXPECT THAT THE CHARGES ASKED ARE REASONABLE 
AND JUST FOR SERVICES RENDERED OR PROVIDED . 
MOST PHYSICIANS ENCOURAGE OPEN DISCUSSION 
OF COST FOR THEIR SERVICES. 
IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED WITH YOUR PHYSICIAN, 
DISCUSS THE PROBLEMS OPENLY WITH HIM. IF YOU 
STILL HAVE COMPLAINTS ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL CARE , 
YOU MAY CONTACT THE COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY 
WHEREIN A GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE EXISTS TO AID YOU . 
IF THE COMPLAINT INVOLVES YOUR CARE WHILE BEING 
HOSPITALIZED, CONTACT THE HOSPITAL PUBLIC RELA-
TIONS OFFICE . THE ST . CLOUD HOSPITAL MEDICAL 
STAFF HAS AN EXISTING ETHICAL PRACTICES COMMITTEE 
THAT FUNCTIONS TO REVIEW SUCH SITUATIONS. 
School Holidays Announced 
Students attending the winter quarter of 
classes at the St. Cloud School of Nur sing 
will have two long "br eak s" in classes , 
according to the school's academic calendar. 
Classes will be suspended for Thanks-
giving from November 24 to November 29. 
Christmas vacation is scheduled for Dec-
ember 17 to January 3. 
The winter quarter started on Novem-
ber 22, and will close February 18. 
PHS says routine smallpox shots not needed 
in U.S., urges states to drop requirements 
Routine smallpox immunization no longer will be required in the 
United States, the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) has announced. 
The risk of contracting smallpox is so small in the United States that 
the practice of routine smallpox vaccination no longer is necessary, the 
PHS said. It said that vaccination should be required only of travelers 
to and from countries where small- 
pox still is endemic and of health 
services personnel who come into 
contact with patients. 
When smallpox was widespread 
and uncontrolled, routine vaccina-
tion was a rational and necessary 
procedure, the PHS said. However, 
today, routine vaccination "unnec-
essarily exposes a large segment of 
the United States public to the risk 
of complications resulting from vac-
cination—a risk greater than the 
probability of their contracting the 
disease," the PHS said. 
The PHS said that many states 
now require routine smallpox vac-
cination and urged state public 
health officials, medical personnel, 
and other groups responsible for 
preventive medical care to 
"promptly explore mechanisms to 
facilitate broad understanding of 
the recommendation and a smooth 
transition to its implementation."• 
Infant mortality rate drops 
to record low in 1970 
The infant mortality rate in the 
United States dropped to a record 
low in 1970, according to the Na-
tional Center for Health Statistics, 
Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare. 
The center reported that the 
mortality rate for infants less than 
one year of age was 19.8 deaths 
per 1000 live births in 1970, a de-
crease of 4.3 per cent over 1969, 
which had the lowest infant mor-
tality rate prior to 1970. The mor-
tality rate for infants less than 28 
days old was 15 deaths per 1000 
live births in 1970, a decrease of 
2.6 per cent over 1969, the center 
said. It said that the mortality rate 
for infants between the ages of 28 
days and one year was 4.9 deaths 
per 1000 live births in 1970, a de-
crease of 9.3 per cent over 1969. ■ 
Hospitals urged to end 
duplication of facilities 
Hospitals have been told they 
must eliminate duplication of ex-
pensive facilities and must resist 
the trend to provide "miracle" 
services when community respon-
sibilities might be better served 
through coordination and coopera-
tion with other institutions. 
The speaker was John H. Davis, 
M.D., chief of surgery and associate 
dean, University of Vermont Col-
lege of Medicine, Burlington. 
Addressing the recent annual 
meeting of the Maine Hospital As-
sociation, Dr. Davis said that "no 
single hospital should try to do 
everything." He said that a hospi-
tal should "get together with its 
neighbor hospital and decide who 
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From Our Kitchen... 
Looks like we're on a pumpkin kick, but after last 
month's recipe on pumpkin pie, we had several requests 
for the St. Cloud Hospital pumpkin cake recipe. So, here it 
is on a 3 x 5 card ready to clip and save. It looks long and 
complicated, but really (say the women in the bakery) it's 
rather easy to make and terrific to eat! 
PUMPKIN CAKE 
1 3 /4 CUPS FLOUR, 1 1/4 CUP SUGAR , 2 1/2 TEASPOONS BAKING . POWDER , 
1 TEASPOON SALT, 1 /3 CUP S HOR TE N1NG, 1 CUP MILK, 1 LARGE EGG , 
1 TEASPOON VANILLA, AND 1 /2 CUP CHOPPED NUTS. 
CUSTARD: 2 EGGS , SEPARATED ; 1 CUP SUGAR , 1 CUP MILK , 1 TABLESPOON 
FLOUR , 1 CUP COOKED PUMPKIN , AND 2 TEASPOONS PUMPKIN PIE SPICES. 
1. IN LARGE MIXER BOWL, COMBINE FLOUR, SUGAR, BAKING POWDER AND 
SALT. 2. ADD SHORTENING AND 3/4 CUP MILK. BLEND. BEAT AT MEDIUM 
SPEED FOR 2 MINUTES SCRAPING SIDES OF BOWL FREQUENTLY. 3. ADD 
REMAINING MILK, EGG, AND VANILLA. BEAT FOR 2 MINUTES. 4. STIR 
IN NUTS. 5. POUR INTO GREASED 13 X 9 INCH PAN. 6. GENTLY SPOON 
CUSTARD OVER CAKE BATTER. 7. BAKE AT 350 0 FOR 50-60 MINUTES OR 
UNTIL WOODEN PICK INSERTED IN CENTER COMES OUT CLEAN. COOL. 
SERVE WITH TOPPING. STORE IN REFRIGERATOR. 
CUSTARD t 1. BEAT EGG WHITES JUST UNTIL STIFF . DO NOT OVERBEAT . 
SET ASIDE. 2. COMBINE EGG YOLKS, SUGAR, MILK, FLOUR, PUMPKIN ,  
AND SPICES. BLEND WELL. 3. FOLD IN EGG WHITES. 
TOPPING COMBINE 1 CUP WHIPPING CREAM AND 1 /4,CUP CONFECTIONERS ,  
SUGAR . BEAT UNTIL THICKENED 	 • 
The Beacon Light 
FDA proposes more stringent 
radiation control regulations 
The Food and Drug Administra-
tion has proposed regulations that 
would require the incorporation of 
new radiation control features in 
medical and dental diagnostic x-ray 
equipment to reduce patient and 
operator exposure during x-ray 
examinations. 
The proposed regulations were 
published in the October 8 Federal 
Register. 
The regulations would require 
that stationary general-purpose 
x-ray machines be designed to en-
sure limitation of the beam to ap-
proximately the size of the body 
area to be examined. The regula-
tions also would require that ra-
diographic equipment consistently 
produce exposure and, therefore, 
image quality for given settings for 
voltage, current, and time. ■ 
St. Cloud Hospital 
HII reports large increase 
in major medical coverage 
The Health Insurance Institute 
reports that the number of Ameri-
cans owning major medical or cat-
astrophic illness insurance has in-
creased by nearly 40 million over 
the past year. 
The institute said that nearly 
110 million of 164 million Ameri-
cans who are under 65 years of age 
and who have private health in-
surance protection now own some 
form of major medical insurance 
coverage. At the beginning of 1970, 
72 million Americans were covered 
by major medical insurance, the 
HII said. ■ 
Chicago hospital to establish 
HMO, health care network 
Chicago's Rush-Presbyterian-St. 
Luke's Medical Center has an-
nounced plans to .develop a health 
maintenance organization (HMO) 
arrangement for its employees and 
to create a health care network 
composed of some 20 Chicago area 
hospitals. 
The two proposals were an-
nounced in June as part of a $91 
million construction and expansion 
project being undertaken by the 
medical center. ■ 
is to do what, and be of greater 
service to the community and its 
area." 
John M. Westerman, director 
and associate professor, University 
of Minnesota Hospitals, Minne-
apolis, told the appifoximately 300 
hospital officials who attended the 
meeting that Maine "has a unique 
opportunity to come up with a 
health care system that would .. . 
stagger the imaginations of health 
care leaders in New York, Illinois, 
and California." 
Pointing to the availability of 
health care facilities and profes-
sionals in Maine, Mr. Westerman 
urged the health care officials to 
"look at the needs and look at your 
resources, then put them together 
to form a model for the rest of the 
nation." ■ 
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Gleanings  
"GLEANINGS" IS A REPUBLICATION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, OF 
A VARIETY OF ARTICLES FOUND IN HOSPITALS, JOURNAL OF 
THE AMERICAL HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, THouGHT- To BE 
OF GENERAL INTEREST TO BEACON LIGHT READERS. 
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PaIffileRS 
FOR BeTTeR 
HeRLTH 
For every physician, 12 
other persons pursue ca-
reers allied to medicine. 
Together they form a team 
dedicated to providing highly-specialized, 
carefully-coordinated patient care. Today's de-
mand for top quality care means opportunities 
for young people to find rewarding careers in 
health are unparalleled. Among the fields to 
explore are: 
NURSING Nursing personnel include regis-
tered nurses, practical nurses, and nursing 
aides. Nurses may practice in many places, 
including hospitals, the community, industry, 
schools, physicians' offices, and the armed 
forces. 
REHABILITATION Physical, occupational, 
recreational, and speech or hearing therapists 
are part of the rehabilitation team. They help 
physically and mentally handicapped persons 
learn skills which enable them to lead useful, 
independent lives. 
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY Medical technolo- 
gists perform laboratory procedures which re- 
veal disease or help find its cause. They may 
culture body tissues and excretions to identify 
disease-causing organisms, analyze blood and 
urine, and prepare tissues for microscopic 
study by a physician. 
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY An x-ray tech-
nologist assists a radiologist in preparing pa-
tients for x-rays and in taking films. Radiation 
therapy technologists help to treat already-
diagnosed ailments by exposing affected areas 
of a patient's body to radiation under the di-
rection of a physician. 
MEDICAL SOCIAL WORK Help in solving per-
sonal and family problems associated with 
major illness is provided by medical and psy-
chiatric social workers. They gather and inter-
pret information about the patient's social sit-
uation to help him and his family adjust to the 
emotional and economic .problems created by 
illness. 
These are only some of more than 200 health 
careers. Additional information is available 
from the Department of Program Services, 
American Medical Association, 535 N. Dear-
born St., Chicago, Illinois 60610. 
